Success Story: Knights of Columbus
When our meetings of 30 or more attendees had to go virtual, Ryngly made it easy to transition
from in-person to over-the-phone. Instead of collecting contacts and calling out manually, we used
Ryngly’s invite link and the participants filled out their own contact information.
As an organizer, it was not only way less prep work, but also resulted in our best turnout.

Problem:

The Knights of Columbus organization in the Metro Detroit Area holds numerous meetings annually that
often require more than 30 attendees. Previously, these meetings were held onsite making organization and
management of the meeting a much simpler process.
As the current global pandemic changed the way in-person meetings are conducted, the Knights of
Columbus organization was faced with a new issue: being able to easily organize and manage remote
meetings for large groups. When faced with using traditional conference calling tools which require PINs,
passcodes, laptops, internet connections, etc., the organizer and attendees quickly realized there were
technical challenges. These obstacles made it difficult for attendees to join causing interruptions, late start
times, as well as decreased participation.

Solution:

The Knights of Columbus tried a new way of conducting conference calls using Ryngly. They needed a
simple way to organize and manage attendees as well a user friendly way for the group to connect.
With Ryngly’s invite feature, any meeting organizer can create an invitation which allows meeting
participants to sign-up for the meeting and provide their contact information. Thus, removing the burden
from the organizer to manage who is attending, and how participants are connecting to the meeting. Once
the attendees contact information is collected, the organizer can easily manage and schedule their
conference calls as needed. The invitation link can also be easily shared with your participants via email,
social media platforms, websites, or however you choose.
Another added benefit to Ryngly is that we call your participants directly to join the meeting. There is no
need for PINs, passcodes, laptops, tablets, or internet to connect to your call. All they need to do is simply
answer their phone, and they are connected. If they happen to miss the call, Ryngly also texts and emails the
participants so they can easily rejoin if necessary.
The Knights of Columbus now use Ryngly as their go-to solution to support the need for virtual meetings.
However you conduct your remote meetings, Ryngly’s invite feature allows you the flexibility of managing
and organizing your attendees, contacts, and meetings all from one application.

Result:

Highest meeting
attendance

Simple to use
for everyone

Easy to organize your
contacts and meetings

“Once the invite link was live, participants could sign-up and add their contact info if they
wanted to join the meeting. For me, it was as simple as adding the participants to my Ryngly
conference call and when it was time to meet, Ryngly called everyone to join!”

